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cord from all the large European and African Herbaria their Holdings of

Baobab material.

The final phase will then be the clarification of records around the frin-

ges of the distribution map so obtained in phase 2, I hope aerial photographs

will be of particular help in this respect.

Now to some of the points of interest that have arisen from the pilot

scheme.

The lack of herbarium specimens for recording any species by half

degree Squares becomes immediately apparent when one studies a continent.

In the Baobabs case I am sure this is due, one, to its familiarity to everybody

and two, the difficulty of making good herbarium specimens. Many records

could have been based on the fruits to be found in most carpological collec-

tions if only the exact localities had been noted on the labeis. Despite the

lack of material, the few specimens and a knowledge of the plants habitat

has allowed rough maps to be drawn of the Baobabs distribution for many
years. From a general point of view they are fine, but to discuss detailed

presence or absence, the dying out or consolidation of a species throughout

the ränge, it appears to me that the half degree square is the very minimum
plotting area required. This must not be confused with the minimum num-
ber of specimens needed to provide a complete circumscription of a species.

The' map itself shows areas of intense activity rather than the true distri-

bution of the tree. The Nigerian activity is due in the main to the work of

J. A. D. Jackson and his mapping work. In Zambia the main work has been

by D. B. Fanshawe of the Forestry Research Dept., Miss W. A. Rees of the

Mount Makulu Research Station and Mrs. H. M. Strover of the Lowveld

N. H. S. The Sudan cover is extracted from the W. O. S. series 1 :250.000

where the "Tebeldi", as it is known, is recorded, no doubt as a Landmark for

travellers.

Before finishing this all too brief resume, I must give you the figures I

gathered from the first phase. It normally takes 2V2 minutes to write out,

prepare and punch a completed record card. I have so far 661 cards pre-

pared giving 459 difterent locality plots on the map, which can be added,

when in practice, at the rate of 5 or 6 a minute.

However when latitudes and longitudes of towns, villages, or general

localities are not recorded or obtainable through gazetteers or personal

knowledge the card production time drops considerably. I still have over

50 Cards without a traceable locality, a waste of a valuable record and of

time on the part of the collector or recorder. The moral is simple as we have

no doubt all said many times before. Specimens or records without accurate

labeis are valueless.

Finally I should like to thank all those who have helped so far with this

work, and appeal to everybody for their future help in completing this pro-

ject before the next AETFATConference.
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